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I would like to thank the committee and Kim Stolfer for extending the invite to testify here 

today, regarding the use of semi automatic rifles and handguns for hunting in Pennsylvania. 

My testimony today is that of my personal position, and as President of The Unified 

Sportsmen of Pennsylvania. 

Let me begin with an analogy, of the use of the word "State" identifying our game lands, 

as it implies an almost metaphoric description creating confusion to the general public of the 

specific prescribed use for these lands. There is a similar metaphoric inference when the word 

"automatic'' is used to identify the single cycling of a cartridge in the chamber of a firearm. 

Automatic paints a picture of the roaring 30s of Bonnie and Clyde peppering a vehicle with 

what is commonly referred to as an automatic machine gun. The description semi-automatic 

gives an implicit perception of a circumstance not wholly accurate representing semi-auto 

hunting use across our nation. 

Certainly all here today know the difference, and hopefully we can bring Pennsylvania up to 

nationally accepted standards regarding the safe use and benefit of semi-automatic firearms 

by hunters. May I give specifics in which have developed my position, and that of the Unified 

Sportsmen of Pennsylvania supporting HB 366. 

First I would like to reiterate a point identified by Kim earlier that Pennsylvania has allowed 

the use of semi auto shotguns for over 50 years, with total success and no adverse impacts to 

game, safety or loss of sporting or fair chase aspects which we all hold in high regard. Early 

terminology used by The Game Commission referred to semi-autos as auto-loading shotguns 

which again had a softer more acceptable tone back then. This single issue of semi-auto 

shotgun use for half a century in itself dismisses many hypothetical detriments to semi auto 
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As a former member of Governor Tom Corbett's Advisory Council for Hunting Fishing and 

Conservation, as was Kim Stolfer, I was involved in open discussion regarding pieces of 

legislation to approve semis for hunting predators and varmints. My input as an older hunter 

was I personally do not prefer the look of the AR military rifle itself, but I am aware that my 

personal dislike of the esthetics are just that, and not representative of the popularity and 

favorable use today across the nation. Semi autos are the most popular top selling rifle action 

in America today, and have been for many years. It has strong appeal to youth and growing 

appeal to even old shooters like myself. Furthermore, Pennsylvania not allowing semis for 

hunting, perceptively puts us on the wrong side of the pro gun argument. With our prohibition 

of their use, it aligns us with the anti gun crowd than being a solid pro second amendment 

state. Upon completion of my testimonial of support, Mary Hosmer a Pennsylvania Federation 

at large board member followed completely agreeing with my position and gave reasons of 

the extensive semi auto use she witnesses by family and at competitive shoots. 



Not knowing the councils position, I was relieved to see Mary's position of support which showed two 
of the largest statewide groups in agreement with this particular semi-auto legislation. The use of semi
auto firearms for varmints and predators was strongly supported by the council, recommending the 
governor sign this legislation if it came to his desk. Once again, the strong positive discussion further 
molded my position that semi-auto use for only predators was stopping too short of where we should 
ultimately be. 

At that point, there needed to be an official position from The Unified Sportsmen of Pennsylvania, so 
I polled our 18 member board of directors, and every member supported HB366 to legalize semi-auto 
use for all hunting. What surprised me a bit, is that even the older board members whom I thought 
would have held a more traditional firearms view, and might take some persuasion to gain their support 
were completely supportive. Upon my questioning them further, several stated their support in part, 
was because in their hunting travels outside of Pennsylvania, they were exposed to semi-auto rifle use 
having no problems. I was somewhat proud that our board was unanimously aware, even the older 
members, of the positive situation that exists nationally regarding semi-auto hunting use, and were not 
stuck in the mud of old circumstance, past practice and falsehoods, semi-autos may be 100 year old 
technology, but are the modem firearm of today. 

Semi-auto popularity was again confirmed to me when I attended the Harrisburg sport show, which 
brings me here a few days each year to help out in the USP booth. We all know this show is the largest 
sports show of its kind in the world. Firearm manufactures were set up in one building, and semi 
automatic firearms were by far the most prevalent type of action displayed by the top gun 
manufactures. Once again this aspect shows the popularity and mainstream purchase and use of the 
semi-automatic action. 

I decided to continue to expand my research of semi-auto use outside Pa to someone that hunts in 
many states of the nation. I contacted Ted Nugent whom I still exchange emails occasionally since my 
interview with him a few years back. Ted's comment to this committee is as follows: Pennsylvania is a 
great state of great hunting families, certainly smart enough and safe enough to use the same 100+ year 
old firearm technology that the other 49 states allow. Seml-autoloadlng rifles and shotguns have 
presented no safety issues different than pump action, lever action, bolt action or any other loading or 
reload Ing function in any of the 49 states that allow them. PA sporting families deserve the same respect 
and the same rights. TN 
I could not agree more with Ted's last statement that Pa sporting families deserve the same respect and 
rights of the other 49 states, to safely and responsibly use semi-auto rifles for hunting, guided by the 
parameters ofHB366. Safe responsible hunting practice begins and ends with the individual hunter, not 
with the type of firearm. Continuing my research, I contacted my brother, an avid South Carolina deer 
hunter and questioned him if he was aware of any problems with semi-auto use at the several hunt 
clubs in which he is a member. His answer was a question, " what kind of problems?" Finally he as all I 
have questioned recall no negative issues surrounding semi-auto hunting use. 

I personally hunt deer with a Remington pump action 7600. A semi-auto can cycle 5 rounds maybe a 
second or so faster which is insignificant, the significance is the ability to keep a running deer in the 
sight picture when firing a second, third or multiple rounds, the reduced muzzle jump of the semi-auto 
action owns that title undisputed. 

In conclusion, the accuracy, reduced recoil and muzzle jump, which benefit follow up shots to 
dispatch a game animal more humanely, further adds to the reasoning to legalize semi-auto firearms ..... 
Frankly there are two numbers identified here today, that should have extreme relevance to influencing 
your support of passage of HB366. Case history or past practice are always atop the list of deciding 
factors in any discussion legislative or otherwise. Those numbers are 49 and 1. I could understand 
concern and need for this hearing on semi-auto legislation, if Pennsylvania was looking to become only 
the second state in the nation to legalize semi-auto rifles for hunting rather than the som. The minimal 
restrictions ofHB366 do not come from irresponsibility or ignorance, but rather from the solid national 
semi-auto hunting use, providing broad latitude to The Pennsylvania Game Commission to implement 



guidelines without the necessity to come back to this body in the future to remove unnecessary 
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The Pennsylvania Quaker State mindset with Blue Law overtones still interjects unjust debilitating 
old world restrictiveness holding us back, not only for what type of action our rifle uses to expel and 
chamber a cartridge, but also for other nationally recognized positive hunting circumstances like 
Sunday hunting. Thank you for your time, Myself personally and The Unified Sportsmen of 
Pennsylvania request your support of HB366. 

Randy Santucci 
President Of The Unified Sportsmen of Pennsylvania 

6-15-2015 




